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Abstract.: This research article is concerned with the solution of hydro-
dynamic stability based linear and nonlinear fourteenth order differential
problem, which has great significance in applied physics, astrophysics,
applied mathematics, engineering departments. The homotopy perturba-
tion method (HPM) and optimal homotopy asymptotic method (OHAM)
are applied for the solution of the existed problem. These semi analytical
techniques are continuously evolved to solve diverse range of linear and
nonlinear problems with effective approximate agents which is a rapid ap-
proach to the exact solutions. This approach is effectively proposed with
different numerical examples, which are taken from literature. Numeri-
cal results are accomplished by phrase of convergent series solutions and
approach to the accurate solutions only by taking minimum steps. The nu-
merical results are exercised with exact solutions, cubic polynomial spline
technique (CPST) and cubic non-polynomial spline technique (CNPST),
excellent agreement has been observed. The observations suggested that
OHAM and HPM performed excellent in comparison to the CPST and
CNPST in terms of solution, which demonstrated the effectiveness, po-
tential and validity of suggested schemes in reality and acquired results
are of top-level perfection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fluid flow analysis comprising various boundary conditions is of utmost interest; espe-
cially for the last few decades, it has gained importance among researchers and engineers.
It has diversified applications in all sections of science and engineering, such as in the field
of industrial system models and analysis, applied physics, aerospace analysis, and environ-
mental engineering. Due to its significance, a considerable practice is continued to attain
the estimated illustrations theoretically for rigorously endeavor, problematic flow models
with low computational cost. For instance, one of existed complex stability based bound-
ary value problems (BVPs) is introduced in the field of hydrodynamic and hydro- magnetic.
The hydrodynamic theory related to the stationary solutions, which is applied in elementary
flow patterns between objects such as rotating cylinders and parallel planes. However, the
restriction of these flow patterns is identified by ranges of parameters. As a result, hydro-
dynamic stability problems developed from unsteady pattern of authorized flows. On the
other hand, hydro-magnetic study is based on hydrodynamic flows of electrically govern-
ing liquids with magnetic fields. In fact, these types of boundary layer flows, which have
great issues of stability can not be considered without a magnetic field. Earlier, researchers
have been exploring significant contribution to overcome such type of problems, related to
the solution of various boundary value conditions over physical issues and now this phe-
nomenon is also concerned with partial differential equations, which has a main focus to
considerable a general direction. In this regard, Derakhshan et al. [17] examined the hy-
drothermal behavior of magneto hydrodynamic based nanofluid flow between two parallel
disk utilizing the AGM. Chamkha et al. [16], revealed magneto related hydrodynamic flow
and analyzed the transfer of heat rate in hybrid nanofluid towards two surfaces with the aid
of thermal radiation and Joule heating, respectively. Further, multiple and various bound-
ary value conditions are continuously applied on partial differential equations scrutinized
in (see, for instance, [10]-[21]).

To tackle such type of interesting problems, most of researchers focused their attention
to utilize a plethora of numerical and analytical techniques to overcome different ordered
linear and nonlinear differential issues, which are effective in nature throughout literature
survey reports (see, for example, [7]-[39]). The reason behind this approach is regular
application in applied mathematics and engineering departments like astrophysics, beam
theory and hydrodynamic and hydro magnetic stability analysis. In fact, these methods are
helpful and also applied for production of daily life use advanced items such as aerospace
section and to resolve diseases for health improvement, by which the internal influences of
various systems can be observed. In view of their importance, Barari et al. [13] presented
the HPM for the solution of tenth order differential problems. Ali et al. [5] attempted
the special type of twelfth order differential problems and solved via OHAM. Haq et al.
[20] applied the OHAM to eighth order differential problems. Ali et al. [6] addressed the
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solution of sixth order parameterized differential problem utilizing OHAM. Nawaz et al.
[38] simulated the tenth order boundary value problems utilizing the OHAM procedure.
Similarly, HPM mechanism is followed by Saberi and Zahmatkesh [40] to solve higher
order differential problems. Mohyud-Din and Yildirim [33] explored the solution of ninth
and tenth order differential problems by HPM.

Although, a huge number of different methods have been used previously for some lin-
ear and nonlinear differential problems, there is still need to construct methods which are
accurate and of low computational cost for solutions of dynamic obstacles. The solution
of these types of physical problems, one-step hybrid block method has been numerically
applied by Abdelrahim et al. [1] to solve the third order differential problems and results
signified that this developed scheme is capable to generate better outcomes while com-
parable to previous literature. Homotopy type techniques such as OHAM and HPM are
applied for solution of higher order BVPs by Naeem et al. [35]. Arora et al. [9] exam-
ined a numerical scheme for higher order BVPs. Ghomanjani and Shateyi [18] addressed
the alternative mathematical procedures for the solution of two point nonlinear boundary
value problems. Appadu and Kelil [8] worked on the semi-analytic methods for the solu-
tion of linearized dispersive KdV equations. Shafiq et al. [41] highlighted the statistical
approach on the stagnation point nanofluid flow over radiative Riga surface utilizing the
semi-analytical technique OHAM. Ayati and Ahmady [11] examined the comparison of
semi-analytical techniques via OHAM and HPM to solve the Fisher equation. Some other
interesting study has been done for the solution of differential problems by OHAM can be
seen in the literature (see, for instance, [3]-[34]).

In OHAM and HPM, the homotopy concept comes from conventional perturbation
method and topology, which are packed with the introduction of an analytical procedure
to overcome the linear and nonlinear differential problems. These are simple and straight-
forward, which does not require any existence of small or large parametric value for the
strongly nonlinear differential problems as does the classical perturbation techniques. Un-
like some other homotopy techniques, OHAM certify a quick convergence, however it
requires only few terms to reach an accurate solution. In OHAM, the convergence area
can be simply managed and adjusted. In fact, OHAM gives an easy idea to control the
convergence area for strongly nonlinear problems and is successfully applied to such type
of problems arising in fluid mechanics and heat transfer as studied in ([29]- [30]). In com-
parison to OHAM, the HPM is also easy to interpret, can find highly accurate solutions
in just small number of iterations [27] with low computational cost as compare to OHAM
and eliminated the limitations of traditional perturbation methods. In this direction, Roslen
et al. [?] investigated the analytical comparison for the solution of an upper-convected
Maxwell MHD fluid flow over a porous channel. Gupta and Ray [19] judged the com-
parison between HPM and OHAM for the solutions of Boussinesq related Burger system.
Although, the convergence area of the acquire truncated series solution is restricted and
is the excellent case scenario, it requires some improvements to expand the convergence
area of the approximate result. Therefore, He in [22] extended this technique of nonlinear
analysis for a wide range of problems. Hence, in view of literature survey (see, for ex-
ample, [44]-[2]), two semi-analytical schemes OHAM and HPM are flexible, effective in
terms of error analysis for higher ordered boundary value differential problems.
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A major extension of the present research is to solve the hydrodynamic stability based
fourteenth order linear and nonlinear differential problem via OHAM and HPM. To the
best of our knowledge, such a study does not previously attempted by utilizing any semi-
analytical techniques.

The general type of fourteenth order differential equation structure is given as (see, for
instance, [37]):

d14p̌

dt̃14
= g(v, p̌(z)), c ≤ v ≤ d.

p̌(2i)(c) = hi, p̌(2i)(d) = li,

hi, li = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. (1. 1)

2. ANALYTICAL SCHEMES

2.1. Basic theme of OHAM. The concept of this method is based on homotopy and it
was introduced for the first time in 2008 with by effort of Herisanu and Marinca ([32]-
[31]). The description of the method for the ordinary boundary value problem is followed
as:

A(z(x)) + f(x) + B(z(x)) = ζ, M

(
z(x),

dz

dx

)
, (2. 2)

whereA andB signify the linear and nonlinear operators,z(x) shows independent variable
in an unspecified function,f(x) represents a specified function andM manifests boundary
operator.
An equation of bend equations is created which can be suggested as:

(1− δ)[A(ψ̌(x, δ)) + f(x)] = (2. 3)

T (r)[A(ψ̌(x, δ)) + f(x) + B(ψ̌(x, δ))] M

(
ψ̌(x, δ),

∂ψ̌(x, δ)
∂x

)
= ζ, (2. 4)

whereδ ∈ [0, 1] presents an inserting variable, the approach of the general result is depen-
dent onT (δ) indicates a convergence of general solution, which is based on an auxiliary
function.
The approximate solution of̌ψ(x, δ) is represented ofδ by utilizing the Taylor series,

ψ̌(x, δ,Ak) = z0(x) + z1(x,A1)δ1 + z2(x,A2)δ2 + ... (2. 5)

The convergence rate of the equation (2. 5) is very efficient in terms of solution, which is
devoted with auxiliary constantsAi. Further, constants converge, then obtained equation
can be written as:

z(x,A1, A2, ..., Am) = z0(x) +
∞∑

k=1

zk(x,A1, A2, ..., Am). (2. 6)

Inserting an equation (2. 5) into the equation (2. 2), the updated form of the equation in
terms of residual is:

Q(x,A1, A2, . . . , Am) = A(z(x,A1, A2, . . . , Am)) + B(z(x,A1, A2, . . . , Am)). (2. 7)
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If Q(x, A1, A2, ..., Am) = ζ, thenz is presented exact solution. Generally, these con-
straints are changed for nonlinear problems. The values ofA1, A2... are attained by uti-
lizing least square method. Moreover, approximate solution is acquired by putting these
constants in equation (2. 6).

2.2. Main theme of HPM. The basic idea of this technique is presented by taking nonlin-
ear boundary value problem stated as:

G(m̌) = g(i); i ∈ Ω, M

(
m̌,

∂m̌

∂s

)
, i ∈ J. (2. 8)

Here,G(m̌) signifies differential operator,M indicates a boundary operator,g(i) stands for
an analytical function,Ω presents the domain of boundary. Further, consider the equation
(2. 8), which may be rephrased as:

P (m̌) + B(m̌) = g(i). (2. 9)

After inserting a homotopy

α(i, e) : Ω× [0, 1] −→ R, (2. 10)

which satisfies

M(α, e) = (1− e)[(P (w)−H(b0)] + e[G(α)− g(i)] = 0, (2. 11)

wheree ∈[0,1] is an embedding parameter. Suppose the primary estimation isb0 for equa-
tion (2. 8). The resulting series solution can be obtained by applying the homotopy proce-
dure on equation (2. 11), which can be represented as:

w = w0 + ew1 + e2w2 + e3w3 + .... (2. 12)

If e −→1, then the equation (2. 12) will converge to approximate solution and converted to
equations (2. 13), i.e.

m̌(x) = lim
e−→1

w = w0 + w1 + w2 + w3 + ... (2. 13)

3. METHODSAPPLICATION

3.0.1. OHAM solution for model 1. Consider the linear fourteenth order problem [37]:

d14p̌

dt14
= − cos(t)− sin(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, (3. 14)

the boundary conditions are:
p̌(2k)(0) = 1, p̌(2k)(1) = cos(1) + sin(1),

p̌(2l)(0) = −1, p̌(2l)(1) = cos(1)− sin(1),

wherek = 0, 4, 8, 12 andl = 2, 6, 10.
The exact value of the above problem isp̌(t) = cos(t) + sin(t).
After applying OHAM on an equation (3. 14), we get,
Zeroth order problem deformation:

p̌
(14)
0 (t) = 0, (3. 15)
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the series solution is:

p̌0(t) = 1 + t− 0.5t2 − 0.16666666666666666t3 + 0.041666666666666664t4

+ 0.008333333333333333t5−0.001388888888888889t6−0.00019841271417284502t7+

0.000024801695545336853t8 + 2.7554108328333 × 10−6t9 − 2.7504574973136187 ×
10−7t10

− 2.557538788427006× 10−8t11 + 2.3944711042975737× 10−9t12

+ 6.32942355812229× 10−11t13. (3. 16)

First order problem deformation:

p̌
(14)
1 (t, A1) = (1 + A1)p̌

(14)
0 (t) + A1[cos(t)− sin(t)], (3. 17)

then the solution is:

p̌1(t) = A1 + tA1 − 0.5t2A1 − 0.16666666666666666t3A1 + 0.0416666664t4A1

+0.008333333333333333t5A1−0.001388888888888889t6A1−0.00019841271455334208t7A1

+0.000024801700419629924t8A1+2.7554124244488776×10−6t9A1−2.750384737737477×
10−7t10A1 − 2.5585904950276017× 10−8t11A1 + 2.396518539171666× 10−9t12A1

+6.30961949354969×10−11t13A1−sin(t)A1−cos(t)A1. (3. 18)

After applying equation (3. 16) and equation (3. 18), forr = 1, the first order approxi-
mate value via OHAM is:

p̌(t, A1) = p̌0(t) + p̌1(t, A1). (3. 19)

To obtain unknown convergent constants, we used the least square mechanism. Hence, by
switchingA1 value in equation (3. 19), we attained second order approximation.

3.0.2. OHAM solution for model 2. Consider the nonlinear fourteenth order differential
problem [37]:

d14p̌(t)
dt14

= e−tp̌2(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, (3. 20)

subject to boundary conditions:
p̌(2k)(0) = 1, p̌(2k)(1) = e,
wherek = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
The exact value of the above problem isp̌(t) = et.
After utilizing the OHAM procedure for the equation (3. 20), we get
Zeroth order problem deformation:

p̌
(14)
0 = 0. (3. 21)
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The terms of solution are:

p̌0(t) =
1

720
(720 + 720t + 360t2 + 120t3+

30t4 +6t5 + t6−2095015t7 +770713et7 +10872513t8−3999774et8−23956775t9 +
8813205et9+28561259t10−10507100et10−19373181t11+7126995et11+7073725t12−
2602278et12−1084483t13+398959et13). (3. 22)
First order problem deformation is:

p̌
(14)
1 (t) = (1 + A1)p̌

(14)
0 (t) + e−tA1p̌

3
0(t). (3. 23)

The series solution can be considered as:

p̌1(t, A1) =
1

518400
e(−1−t) (−2748614852766544374072..51440262400eA1

+2022317792063097915881842944620543053949399040000e2A1

− 371984569607716780208001336282338563575536640000e3A1

+ 2748614852766544374072695780222842152551440262400e1+tA1

− 2022317792063097915881842944620543053949399040000e2+tA1

+ 371984569607716780208001336282338563575536640000e3+tA1

− 1840556071740181936810764183918928887383948044800etA1

+ 1354205478233321035191366080981727532516876800000e2tA1

− 249092177281955189499375601074197144841922560000e3tA1

− 908058781026362437261931596303913265167492217600e1+ttA1

+ 668112313829776880690476863638815521432522240000e2+ttA1

− 122892392325761590708625735208141418733614080000e3+ttA1

− 608282937037822313677945046730432587340646924800et2A1

+ 447549573903311834463080598598218298927403520000e2t2A1

− 82322143572055155999007042732958645809374720000e3t3A1

+ 142034291680912563903528752922924776232419011200e1+tt2A1

−. . .−20802248294484940104415541825779et16A1+15305438955372874531313547658500e2t16A1

−2815278164893734342015890283236e3t16A1−538970680429221804997307250074et17A1

+396552465448276438229439000274e2t17A1−72941749692151027822818176720e3t17A1

−12424581840147590626290184071et18A1+9141496448286689985917673990e2t18A1

− 1681484302433583599679444447e3t18A1 − 253038994594087339115260848et19A1

+ 186175687851752867940685044e2t19A1 − 34245104003313210247175112e3t19A1

− 4505390806405133577234357et20A1 + 3314881304239245776010804e20t20A1

− 609738340876726000887030e30t20A1 − 69064981266450392509842et21A1

+ . . . + 303691071318318e2t25A1 − 55860850802680e3t25A1

−1176103377289et25A1+865328506394e2t25A1−159163681e3t26A1). (3. 24)

After utilizing equation (3. 22) and equation (3. 24), forr = 1, the first order approxi-
mate value via OHAM is:

p̌(t, A1) = p̌0(t) + p̌1(t, A1). (3. 25)

Now reach to unknown convergent constants, the least square scheme is used for˜̌p. By
putting value ofA1 in equation (3. 25), the first order series solution is derived.
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3.0.3. HPM solution for model 1. Consider the fourteenth order differential problem [37]:

d14p̌

dt14
= − cos(t)− sin(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, (3. 26)

subject to boundary conditions:
p̌(2k)(0) = 1, p̌(2k)(1) = cos(1) + sin(1),
p̌(2l)(0) = −1, p̌(2l)(1) = cos(1)− sin(1),
wherek = 0, 4, 8, 12 andl = 2, 6, 10.
The exact value of the problem išp(t) = cos(t) + sin(t).
After applying the HPM scheme on equation (3. 26), we can get:
Zeroth order problem deformation:

p̌
(14)
0 (t) = 0. (3. 27)

Zeroth order solution is:

p̌0(t) = 1 + t− 0.5t2 − 0.16666666666666666t3 + 0.041666666666666664t4

+0.008333333333333333t5−0.001388888888888889t6−0.00019841271417284502t7+
0.000024801695545336853t8+2.755410832833310−6t9−2.750457497313618710−7t10

−2.55753878842700610−8t11+2.394471104297573710−9t12+6.3294235510−11t13. (3. 28)
First order problem deformation:

p̌
(14)
1 (t) = cos(t)− sin(t). (3. 29)

The solution is:

p̌1(t) =
1

−720
(−720− 720t + 360t2 + 120t3 − 30t4 − 6t5 + t6+

1711961 t7

− 8967351t8 + 19888705t9 − 23827189t10 + 16223139t11 − 5941391t12 + 913121t13 −
561911t7cos(1)+2854962t8cos(1)−6183975t9cos(1)+7269940t10cos(1)−4874085t11cos(1)+
1762266t12cos(1)−267917t13cos(1)+720cos(t)−1673687t7sin(1)+8823606t8sin(1)−
19664955t9sin(1) + 23648140t10sin(1) − 16149885t11sin(1) + 5929182t12sin(1) −
913121t13 sin(1)+720 sin(t)). (3. 30)
Using equation (3. 28) and equation (3. 30), we attained solution which is:

p̌(t) = p̌0(t) + p̌1(t) (3. 31)

3.0.4. HPM solution for model 2. Consider the fourteenth order nonlinear differential
problem esteemed as [37]:

d14 ˇp(t)
dt14

= e−tp̌2(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, (3. 32)
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TABLE 1. Comparison of OHAM and HPM absolute error with CPST
and CNPST absolute error [37] for model 1.

t Exact |Exact−OHAM | |Exact−HPM | |Exact− CPST | |Exact− CNPST |
(Current) (Current) [37] [37]

0.2 1.1787359 0 2.2204×10−16 3.77×10−04 6.18×10−07

0.4 1.3104793 3.5527×10−15 1.9984×10−15 5.84×10−04 9.47×10−07

0.6 1.3899780 9.7256×10−14 5.8397×10−14 5.94×10−04 9.68×10−07

0.8 1.4140628 9.5901×10−13 8.1801×10−13 3.98×10−04 6.60×10−07

TABLE 2. Comparison of OHAM and HPM absolute error with CPST
and CNPST absolute error [37] for model 2.

t Exact |Exact−OHAM | |Exact−HPM | |Exact− CPST | |Exact− CNPST |
(Current) (Current) [37] [37]

0.2 1.221403 0 0 3.71×10−04 5.57×10−07

0.4 1.4918247 1.3323×10−15 1.5543×10−15 5.92×10−04 7.24×10−07

0.6 1.8221188 1.1279×10−13 1.2546×10−13 6.35×10−04 6.42×10−07

0.8 2.2255409 1.9096×10−12 9.3259×10−15 4.59×10−04 3.84×10−07

subject to boundary conditions:

p̌(2k)(0) = 1, p̌(2k)(1) = e,

wherek = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
The exact value of the problem išp(t) = et.
By applying HPM on equation (3. 32), we get
Zeroth order problem deformation:

p̌
(14)
0 (t) = 0, (3. 33)

The solution is:

p̌0(t) =
1

720
(720 + 720t + 360t2 + 120t3 + 30t4 + 6t5 + t6 −

- 2095015 t7 + 770713et7 + 10872513t8 − 3999774et8 − 23956775t9 + 8813205et9

+ 28561259t10 − 10507100et10 − 19373181t11 + 7126995et11 + 7073725t12
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FIGURE 1. Significance of exact solution with OHAM solution for
model 1.

FIGURE 2. Significance of exact solution with HPM solution for model 2.

− 2602278et12− 1084483t13 + 398959et13). (3. 34)

Using equation (3. 34), then final solution is:

p̌(t) = p̌0(t). (3. 35)
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FIGURE 3. Plot of absolute error vs t using OHAM for model 1.

4. RESULTS REPRESENTATION

This section is committed to demonstrate the comparison of our proposed methods,
results with other mathematical schemes in terms of tables and figures. A comparison
of exact solution with OHAM solution, HPM solution, CPST solution, CNPST solution
is demonstrated via absolute errors. Overall, OHAM and HPM solutions show excellent
quality solutions with low computational cost for both problems while in comparison to
other schemes. In Table 1, OHAM and HPM performed efficiently than cubic polynomial
spline and cubic non-polynomial spline absolute error solution for the model 1. Similarly,
in Table 2, high performance of same proposed methods observed while comparing to
others schemes by taking various terms oft = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 for model 2. Figure 1,
illustrated the best quality of OHAM solution, which is compared to the exact solution for
model 1. On similar way, Figure 2, is depicted the comparison of exact solution with HPM
for problem 2, which signifies very close values of the exact solution. Further, Figures 3-4
illustrated the absolute errors via OHAM and HPM.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we adopted two new schemes known as OHAM and HPM for solution of
hydrodynamic-magnetic stability based linear and non-linear fourteenth order differential
equations. These methods have successfully been applied on two models for numerical
testing, investigated more accurate and efficient results than other analytical methods and
also provides the vivid agreement to exact solutions in terms of series solution. The sug-
gested schemes have great potential to solve any type of linear and nonlinear problems and
also demanding for less iteration to get accurate results, which are pros of these methods in
the application field of industry and engineering departments. In fact, the fast convergence
of applied techniques demonstrated the principal potency of OHAM and HPM, which is
proved by comparing analytical solutions with other known methods.
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FIGURE 4. Plot of absolute error vs t using HPM for model 2.
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